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Abstract
At the Information Technology Center at Carnegie Mellon University 1, we have been developing a
system in which it is possible to deliver data to a presentation machine from a remote machine across a
public network at a sustained high rate. We have called this system a Continuous Time Media System
(CTMS). We have found that the UNIX 2 model used for transfer of data between two devices, the network
transport protocols, and the ability of adapters to transfer data between themselves are insufficient to do
this. We have made modifications to each of these system in order to create a prototype system that we can
measure to help define a CTMS protocol. We present the results of this work in this paper.

1. Introduction
The word multimedia has been widely used and misused in referring to a computer's capability to
present and manipulate non-textual data. A multimedia system often implies a system that can manipulate
only text and graphic. Such a system may be incapable of displaying both types of information
simultaneously. There may be no method for linking the text with the graphic and no means of accessing
the information from a remote machine, but the system may still be called multimedia. An ideal
multimedia system might include text, graphic and tabular data (including spreadsheets), vector drawings,
animations, still images, full motion full color video, Compact Disc quality audio and whole interactive
programs (such as a full functional calculator or piano keyboard), all of which could be included within
one document. The system might also allow for arbitrarily complex linking of data, and distributed data.
Although, few systems exist that approach this ideal, when we discuss multimedia systems we want to
consider this whole system.
One key limitation of systems that include full motion, full color video (of NTSC quality) or
Compact Disc quality audio is that they are stand alone systems or systems that use private networks to
transport the multimedia data. Until now, no one has been able to bring to the market or the lab a real time,
public local area networked system for such high data rate media.
We define a Continuous Time Media System (CTMS) as a system in which the data to be presented
must be received at a reliable, continuous high rate. This presents concurrently the problems of high
volume data transport and real time response to the transmission and reception of the data. For example,
with Compact Disc audio, the transfer rate is 176.4KBytes/sec (44.1K samples, 16 bits per sample, 2
channels). The source machine must read a disc and redirect the data flow onto the local area network. The
destination machine must then receive the data from the network and redirect the flow to the subsystem

1Thisworkwasperformedas ajoint projectof CarnegieMellonUniversityandthe IBM Corporation.Theviewsandconclusions
containedin this documentare thoseof the authorsandshouldnot be interpreted
asrepresentingthe officialpoliciesof Carnegie
MellonUniversityor the IBMCorporation.
2UNIXis a registeredtrade mark of AT&T. RT/PCandTokenRing are registeredtrademarks of IBM.AFS is a trademarkof
TransareCorporation.

that is converting the digital data to audio in a such a way that no discernible glitches are heard. This
presentation is not simple, even in a stand alone system.

Our groupworkswithinthe followingoperational
environment.
Thebaseoperatingsystemis
Academic Operating System (AOS) 4.3, a variation of BSD 4.3 UNIX that runs on the IBM RT/PC
machines. The system is also an Andrew File System (AFS) client [Morris86]. The local area network is a
4Mbit Token Ring with 70 machines of which several arc file servers running AFS. Note that this paper
only addresses the problems associated with data wansport of CTMS over a Token Ring network in which
the source and destination machines are on the same local network (i.e. source and destination are not
separated by a muter). Although we could have chosen other operating systems and other machines,
availability and established expertise were a major factor in these decisions.
Our goal was to support the data rates needed by CTMS over a 4Mbit Token Ring local area
network while the ring was in use for other data transport. We ran several tests of the current UNIX
system, described above. The initial test was to transport 16KBytes/sec of audio data (SK samples/see, 12
bit/sample). This worked extremely well within the current UNIX model. We then tested the use of
150KBytes/sec to simulate compressed video or Compact Disc quality audio. This test of data wansport
failed completely. In this paper, we present our proposed changes, the measurement tools we used to
measure the modified system, as well as some of our thoughts about the actual measurement data. With
our proposed changes, we created a prototype for successfully transporting
Token Ring local area network, which was loaded with other data.

CTMS data over a 4Mbit

2. The UNIX Model of Device to Device Transfer and CTMS
In the current UNIX model of data transfer, the only method of transfer between two devices is to
create a user level process that reads the data from one device and writes the data to a second device. This
leads to having too many data copy operations, which then leads to the CPU's inability to maintain the
necessary data rate.
Referring to Figure 2-1, if a user level process reads data from a device, at least two data copies are
performed. The first is normally a Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer between the device and kernel
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Figure 2-1: Data Copies From Device to User
space 3. If we can ignore the loading of the system bus while the transfer is in progress, there is no loading
of the CPU to do this particular transfer. If the CPU is executing a memory intensive computation at the
time, the arbiu'ation between the DMA and the CPU access will degrade the execution speed of both. This
DMA transfer always occurs into kernel space.

3"I'here
is at least onedeviceoarrentlyavailable,the AudioCaptureandPlaybackAdapterproduced
by IBM,whichdoesnotuse
DMA.In fact,the interfaceis a byte wideinterface.I mustassumethat the designersof the adapterexpectedthatthe audiodata
wouldbe compressedin softwareonthe adapterbesombeingtransferredto the hostsystem.Of course,thisrequiresthedevicedriver
builderto alsoprogramthe DSP(in this casea "1732025)
to dothis compression.
It shouldbe notedthattherealsoexistadaptersthat
useon-cardmemorymappedintosystemmemoryas the methodfordatatransfer.

The second copy is performed by the CPU to transfer the data between kemd space and user space.
Unfortunately, the implementation of most device drivers includes a third copy of the data. This third copy
is done by the CPU. Referring to Figure 2-2, device drivers normally use fixed DMA buffers in kernel
system memory. This forces the device driver to copy the data out of the fixed DMA buffers into a linked
list of kernel buffers called mbufs.

DMA
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Figure 2-2: Expanded Data Copies From Device to User
The UNIX model uses mbufs as a pool of buffers to transfer data between the various layers of
protocols. The device driver allocates mbufs and copies the packet into these mbufs. It should be noted that
the allocation of a mbuf can be delayed an arbitrarily long time if the pool is exhausted at the time of the
request. To transfer the data back to the second device requires three additional data copies. Two of these
copies are performed by the CPU and one is performed via DMA.
In total, the number of copies performed to effect the transfer of data between two devices can be as
many as six and as few as four. The difference of two copies can be accounted for by the devices' DMA
capabilities. There will always be four copies made by the CPU. At a minimum, two of these copies are
unnecessary.
We propose a change to the UNIX model of data transfer between two devices. Specifically, direct
driver to driver data transfers should be done. This completely eliminates two of the data copies. This
change requires that the source device be given a function which when executed will effect the transfer of
data between the two devices. In the case where the network is the source of data, an additional function is
needed. This function needs an argument of a linked list of mbufs that is a newly received packet. This
function returns true when the packet should be directly transferred to the device. Handles to these two
function calls can be transferred by a user process between the two devices by using newly created ioctl
calls. We implemented
CTMS.

this change of direct driver to driver data transfers in the prototype system for

There is one further change that can be made if the model of UNIX data transfers is extended to
include transfers by pointer manipulation rather than by data copy. Given that both devices are capable of
DMA, all C'PU data copies can be eliminated by transferring pointers to DMA buffers between the two
devices. If only one of the two devices is capable of DMA, then only one copy can be eliminated.

3. Local

Area

Network

Protocols

and CTMS

The currently available standards of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (l'P)
as local area network protocols for data transport are insufficient for the data transport of CTMS. Several
guarantees are needed from the protocol used to transport the data. These include:
• Bandwidth across the network
• Delivery of a packet within preset time bounds
• Preservation of packet sequence
These guarantees are necessary so that both the amount of buffer space used and the amount of
processing time for any single packet are bounded. Of the three guarantees, TCP/IP only provides for one:

the preservation of packet sequence. These protocols can guarantee the preservation only by creating more
network traffic in the form of acknowledgments and requests for retransmission of lost packets. The model
of the network that was used when these protocols were developed included the idea that the physical
network was unreliable. Times have changed.
If a Token Ring network is used, it is possible for the transmitter at a hardware interrupt level to
know if the packet was succcssfuUy received at the destination 4. Given this, the levels of software
previously used to guarantee packet delivery can be pushed down into the interrupt handler. If the Token
Ring device driver is also constrained to send one packet completely before attempting to start sending
another, a guarantee of preservation of packet sequence can be accomplished by giving the device driver
the packets in the order required.
Additionally, the TCP/IP protocols make the assumption that the network can be dynamically
reconfigured. As a consequence of this assumption, IP requests the Token Ring header be recomputed for
each packet transmitted. In our case, the transmitter and receiver are always on the same local area
network 5. If we use IP, this would add an additional delay and load on the CPU for no reason, since we
know that the route never changes.
Given the requirements

that were not met, and other limitations, we decided that TCP/IP would be

insufficient as network protocols. We propose that a new protocol be created, CTMS Protocol (CTMSP),
and added to the same layer as ARP and IP. This protocol is specifically designed for and limited to the
assist of data transfers between the network and other devices. The protocol assumes a static point-to-point
connection between two machines. The implementation
Ring device driver include:

changes required to add CTMSP to the Token

• Adding the ability to specify the priority of the packet sent over the Token Ring. CTMSP uses
a Token Ring priority above any other traffic on our Token Ring.
• Adding packet priority within the Token Ring device driver. CTMSP uses a packet priority
above both ARP aad IP packets.
• Splitting out the function that computes the Token Ring header. This allows for precomputing
the header once for the life of the connection.
• Adding code to the split point of ARP and IP packets in order to split out the CTMSP packets
and correctly handle them.
We implemented these changes in the prototype system for data transport using CTMSP on a Token Ring
network.

4. Adapters and CTMS
Current adapters load the CPU too heavily. There are several sources of this load. If the adapter is
capable of DMA and the DMA is done into system memory, this DMA can interfere with the CPU's
access to system memory. A second source of loading comes from most adapters' use of interrupts. Once
the CPU is interrupted, the amount of delay between the start and end of servicing the interrupt is
completely dependent on the implementation of the interrupt handler. If this implementation includes long
sections of protected code, the problem becomes more acute.
Critical code segments cause another problem with implementation

modifications.

Given that we

want to have interaction of device drivers at interrupt handler execution time, we must protect the critical
sections at the highest possible level. By introducing another source of interrupts, the interactions in the

4Aslongas thedestination
wasonthesamephysicalTokenRing.
51fwedidnot dothis thenwe wouldhavetheadditionalproblemof creatinga routerthatcouldkeep upwiththe dataratesthatwe
wereusing.Thisis possiblebut hasnotbeenimplemented.

UNIX kernel can be nearly impossible to track.
A shortcoming of current Token Ring hardware is its inability to give back an interrupt when a Ring
Purge is detected on the network. This leads to the sole source of dropped packets for which no correction
can be made. To be able to correct for this, the Token Ring adapter would have to be put in a mode to read
all Medium Access Control (MAC) frames that are seen on the ring 6. This adds yet another loading to the
system's ability to respond to interrupts. From observation, the amount of MAC frame traffic on the Token
Ring we use is between 0.2% and 1.0%. The MAC frame packets are on the order of 20 bytes of data.
Given a 4Mbit Token Ring, there would be between 50 and 250 interrupts to handle MAC frames per
second. This additional interrupt and software decoding of packet headers would add an unacceptable
amount of overhead to detect the small number of Ring Purges that occur on the Token Ring. Other than
this single source of dropped packets, we found that the Token Ring was completely reliable for sending
packets between two machines on the same ring.
On IBM RT/PC machines, we can make a change to reduce the loading on the CPU. That is to
modify the Token Ring device driver so that it does not use system memory for the fixed DMA buffers.
This change is specific to the architecture of the IBM RT/PC. This architecture has two separate buses that
transfer address and data information within the machine. The first is between the CPU and the main
system memory. The second, normally called the Input/Output (IO) Channel Bus, interconnects all of the
attached adapters. The arbiter for accesses between these two bus structures is the Input/Output Channel
Controller (IOCC). An adapter is available that is solely memory, called IO Channel Memory. DMA
between another adapter and IO Channel Memory can occur on the IO Channel Bus and not cause
interference with accesses by the CPU to main system memory. We implemented this change to the Token
Ring device driver to use IO Channel Memory in order to reduce the loading on the CPU in the prototype
system for data transport using CTMS.
If adapters were designed and manufactured to do data transfers using DMA or directly transfer data
between two devices, the load on CPU could be reduced further.

5. Measurement

Tools

Once we built the prototype system, we needed tools to measure both the packet activity on the
network, as well as several points with the kernel. Commercial products exist that measure the load on a
Token Ring and capture packets for later examination quite well. After examining several, we used IBM's
Trace and Analysis Program CLAP). This tool allowed for the recording and time stamping of all packets
seen on the network, including all MAC frames. The tool also recorded the tast Token Ring adapter's
buffer of actual packet data (up to 96 bytes) as well as the Token Ring's Access Control byte, Frame
Control byte and total length. However, there are limitations of the tool's ability to record all packets 7.
Using the TAP tool, we were able to detect when packets were out of order and lost. In the fast
case, out of order packets were a direct result of the Token Ring device driver implementation. Once the
critical sections of code were more carefully protected, the problem of out of order packets completely
disappeared. Thus, we found that we were working with a network that would transmit packets in order
and do so reliably with only one exception: Ring Purge on the Token Ring.
Ring Purges occur on the network primarily due to new stations inserting into the network or old
stations reinserting into the network. If a packet is being transmitted at the time of insertion, it is possible
that the packet will be lost. Ring Purge is transmitted by the Token Ring's Active Monitor after such an

eThiscompletelyignoresthe fact that to get a TokenRing adapterthat wouldpassup the MAC framesrequiresproprietary
software
intheROMsonthe adapter.
7Forspecificdetails,pleaseseethedocumentation
of theproduct[IBM90].

event has occurred 8.
If the adapter is programmed to interrupt the transmitter when a Ring Purge is seen on the ring, then
the transmitter can attempt to correct for a possible lost packet by reuansmitting the last packet that is still
in the fixed DMA buffer. The receiver, in this case, might need to ignore a duplicate packet if the
transmitter incorrectly remansmits a packet. Unfortunately, the adapter does not interrupt the processor
with the information that a Ring Purge has occurred. As was mentioned earlier, the only way to detect this
occurrence
would be to settheadapterto receive
allMAC framesand passthem on to theinterrupt
handler.
But,thesoftware
on theadapter
doesnotallowforpassingMAC framestothehostprocessor.
Even ifthesoftware
didallowforthis,
theoverheadinhandlinginterrupts
and parsing
MAC framesto
detect
a Ring Purgewould be unacceptable.
We decidedtoallowforthelossof a singlepacketand to
measurethefrequency
ofthis
occurrence.
Measurementrevealed
that
RingPurgesarenormallya result
of
a station
insertion,
and occuron theorderof20 timesa day.We decidedthatwe couldsafely
ignorethis
level
oflost
packets
by addingcodetorecover.
Even thoughtheTAP toolwas veryuseful
forthemacro scalemeasurementsoftheToken Ring,it
was notsufficient
tomeasuretheactual
devicedriver.
We were interested
ingathering
eventsand time
stampingthem with I00 microsecondaccuracy.
We neededto be ableto correlate
thetimestampsof
several
otherpointswithinthedevicedriver,
on possibly
more thanone machine simultaneously,
to
determinethecorrect
transmission
and reception
of packets.
These typesof micro scalemeasurements
were neededto findtheworstcasedelayof packetsas well as themean and standarddeviation
of
inter-packet
departure
andarrival
times.
The available
commercialproducts
fell
farshortofbeingableto
do allofthis.
The mostcritical
partmissingwas a timestampingfacility
withtheaccuracy
required.

5.1.Source of CTMS

Data

At this
point,
we needa short
discussion
ofthesourceofdataforthefollowing
measurements.
What
we required
was a stable
sourceof interrupts.
We usedIBM's Voice CommunicationsAdapter0/CA).
Briefly,
theadapterhasa TI32010 DSP, 2k by 16 bitmemory, which isbyteaccessible
by thehost
processor, can be interrupted by the host and can interrupt the host. We created a program to run on the
adapter that would interrupt the host every 12 milliseconds. We added several ioctl calls to set up the
device in this special mode, to request the Token Ring header and keep this header as part of the state of
the device, and to request handles to functions needed by the modified Token Ring device driver. We hard
coded in the VCA's device driver calls to the Token Ring device driver for calculation of the Token Ring
header and for the sending of a packet.
We modified the VCA's interrupt handler to create a CTMSP packet by allocating a linked list of
mbufs for the packet and then copying the static precomputed Token Ring header, a destination device
number, and a packet number into the packet. We then appended the packet with data to create a packet of
2000 bytes in length (including the header information but excluding the Token Ring protocol bytes). We
then sent this packet via the modified Token Ring device driver. The result of this modification was to
create a CTMSP data transport stream of approximately 150KBytes/sec.

5.2. Tools Used and Built to Measure
After discovering

the Modified

System

the lack of measurement tools that existed to measure device driver performance

on multiple machines at the same time, we decided to look into building our own tools. We used several
methods to measure both the VCA and the Token Ring device drivers. We will discuss the error

SFor
specific
details
onthis.
please
see[IBM891.

introducedby the various methods of measurementwithin the description of each method. The points of
measurementwithin the totalsystem were as follows:
• The InterruptRequest Line (IRQ)of the VCA adapter
• Entry into the VCA's interrupthandler
• Immediately afterthe packet is copied into the fixed DMA bufferand immediatelybefore the
Token Ring adapteris given the transmit command.
• Immediatelyafter the received packetis determined to be a CTMSP packet.
Given that we wanted to measurethese points, whatwe needed was to add extremely small pieces of code
in the appropriateplaces that would cause the events to be time stampedand recorded.
5.2.1. IBM RT/PC Used as Measurement Tool
We madethe fast attemptat time stampingevents by using a pseudo device driver.We modifiedthe
Token Ring device driver to call a procedurewithin this pseudo device driver.A UNIX open call to this
device set a flag in the Token Ring device driverthat enabled these event time stampingprocedure calls.
We added an ioctl call within the pseudodevice to readout the recorded data.We could only measure the
last threepoints mentioned above since this was all done in software.
We were able to coordinate the activities of the transmitter,receiver and the TAP tool under a
centralized control point. The end result was a set of computers that recorded and analyzed data in real
time. If a packet was lost, had an extremely long inter-departure or inter-arrivaltime, or there was an
incorrectorderingof packets on the transmitterand/or receiver, all machineswere halted and a snapshotof
the data was taken. We then examined the snapshotsto decide what errorhad occurred. Histograms as
well as means and standarddeviations were computed for the inter-packetdepartureand arrivaltimes from
this data.
The main problem with recordingdata using this method was the potential for interactionbetween
the data recordingmechanism and the rest of the activityof the machines.The errorintroduced in the time
stamps due to this method was a direct result of this interaction. If the time stamping procedure was done
with interrupts disabled, then the procedure itself might delay unacceptably another point of measurement.
If interrupts were enabled during the procedure, then the time stamp could be significantly in error due to
the possibility that another interrupt occurred while executing the recording procedure. In addition, the
clock granularity was only 122 microseconds. All in all, this was a poor method of recording data on
inter-packet arrival and departure times, but was extremely good at helping to find bugs in the Token Ring
device driver, bugs in the system as a whole, as well as debugging our modifications to the system.
5.2.2. Logic Analyzer and Oscilloscope as Measurement Tools
The use of a logic analyzer is the least obtrusive way of measuring the values of interest, since we
could program the analyzer to trigger on any memory read or write access or on any edge of any signal.
We used this to determine the degree of accuracy of the VCA interrupt source. The result was that the
VCA could interrupt the host processor every 12 milliseconds as desired with no detectable variation. We
made further measurements using an oscilloscope to look at the second pulse of the Interrupt Request
(IRQ) line given that we were triggering on the leading edge of the first pulse. The second pulse varied on
the order of 500 nanoseconds from 12 milliseconds. We considered this conclusive proof that the VCA
interrupt source was completely solid and that we need not consider that there was any error introduced by
the source of interrupts.
The second use of the logic analyzer was to measure the variation between the IRQ pulse and the
start of the VCA interrupt handler. Even while loading the Token Ring and the local disk, the largest
variation seen was 440 microseconds.

We discarded using the logic analyzer to measure any of the other parameters due to the limitations
of the device and our own expertise. Specifically, we needed a complete histogram of all of the intervals
described above so that the total shape of the histogram curves could be examined. The logic analyzer was
not capable of this functionality.
5.2.3. IBM PC/AT Used as Measurement Tool
Figure 5-1 shows how we delegated the time stamping of events to a pair of external machines. We
used an IBM PC/AT machine with a parallel interface board consisting of eight separate 8-bit wide
interfaces. We installed a serial/parallel interface board in each machine on which we wanted to time
stamp events. Within the Token Ring device driver, we replaced the calls to the pseudo device driver
procedure with in-line code to write specific values into the parallel port and toggle the strobe output line.
In the case of transmission or reception of packets, we devised the shortest possible test to determine ff the
packet was an CI'MSP packet. If so, the last 7 bits of the packet number were written to the parallel port
and then the strobe output line was toggled.
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We then collected the data on the PC/AT within an interrupt handler infinite loop. This loop time
stamped the data with a 16 bit clock value where the resolution of the clock was two microseconds. We
used another timer within the PC/AT to generate a signal with a period of 50 Hz. We then fled this signal
to the eighth parallel input port.

This guaranteed that the programs that later analyzed the data could

correctly detect the roll over of the 16 bit clock time intervals, even if no other datum occurred between
two roll over periods of the clock.
Within the interrupt handler infinite loop, we polled the register that held the bits indicating which
channels had an interrupt pending.

If any bit was set, we read the clock as well as those ports that had

interrupt bits set (excluding the eighthport).We then queuedthe value of the interruptregister,along with
16 bits of clock time and the values of the ports which were read. If no bits were set in the read of the
interruptregister and ff the_e was any queued data, the data was sent out a separateparallel port to a
secondPC/AT machine.Thisoutput
tothesecondmachinewas fully
handshaked.
We savedthedata
received
bythesecond
PC/AToverthis
parallel
connection
ontoalocal
diskofthesecondmachine.
To determinethe errorintroducedby this method of measurement,we measuredthe worstcase time
for the execution of the interrupthandler loop. We foundthis numberby pulling out the VCA's Interrupt
Request Line and time stamping occurrencesof these events. By using a logic analyzer, we determined
that the VCA was able to dependably interrupton 12 millisecond boundaries within negligible error.
Therefore,any variationwas due to the measurementtool. Upon examining the spread of the histogram
curve generated by this test, we found thatthere was a 120 microsecondspread on both sides of the 12
millisecond mean. We conducteda second test by using the logic analyzerto measurethe loop execution
time in the best and worst case conditions. The results were that the interrupt handlerloop had a 60
microsecond worst case execution time. Considering both sets of measurements,we concluded that the
tool had acceptableerrorto measurethe restof the system.

5.3. Measurements of the Modified System
Given all of the errors,we wondered at times ff we would be able to say anything about what we
were doing beyond the obvious; "Sending this amount of data is hardand one must be very careful." We
decided
that
we could.
In all cases, we used a point-to-point static network connection between the transmitter and receiver.
Beyond the measurements discussed earlier, the following differences will alter the results:
• Transmitter uses IO Channel Memory vs. System Memory for fixed DMA buffers
• Transmitter copies only headerinto f'LXed
DMA buffervs. copying both headerand data
• Transmitter copies data from the VCA device buffer to mbufs vs. direct copy of data from the
VCA device buffer to fixed DMA buffers
• Receiver copies header and data from a fixed DMA buffer into mbufs before passing to the
VCA device vs. VCA examining the packet while still in a fixed DMA buffer
* Receiver copies data out of mbufs into the VCA device buffer vs. no copy of the data
(dropping the packe0
• Use of priority within the Token Ring device driver vs. use of same level of priority as all
other packets being sent by the local machine
• Use of priority on the Token Ring vs. use of the same level of priority as all other packets on
the ring
• Method of measurement: Local (RT/PC), remote (PC/AT), monitoring of network flAP),
logic analyzer
• Private vs. Public Network
* Level of background load on network
• Transmitter/Receiver in stand alone vs. multiprocessing modes
We selected the following scenarios for the presentation of the data in this paper:
Test Case A)Transmitter uses IO Channel Memory for fixed DMA buffers; transmitter
copies both the header and data into fixed DMA buffers; transmitter does not
copy data from VCA device into mbufs; receiver copies data from fixed DMA
buffer into mbufs; receiver does not copy data from mbufs into the VCA
device buffer; priority within the Token Ring device driver of CTMSP
packets; Token Ring priority; remote measurement; private network; no

loading of network; transmitter and receiver in stand alone mode.
Test Case B) Transmitter uses IO Channel Memory for f'LxedDMA buffers; full copying of
data on Transmitter and Receiver, priority within the Token Ring device
driver of CTMSP packets; Token Ring priority; remote measurement; public
network; normal loading of network; transmitter and receiver in
multiprocessing mode but not heavily loaded.
In both cases, we examined histograms of the following measurements:
1) The inter-occurrence of pulses of the VCA's Interrupt Request Line
2) The inter-occurrence of the entry into the VCA's interrupt handler
3) The inter-occurrence of the point immediately after the packet is copied into the fixed DMA
buffer and immediately before the Token Ring adapter is given the transmit command
4) The inter-occurrence
CTMSP packet

of the point immediately after the received packet is determined to be a

5) The differences between like occurrences of (1) and (2)
6) The differences between like occurrences of (2) and (3)
7) The differences between like occurrences of (3) and (4)
Test cases A and B, histograms

1 through 5 as well as test case A, histogram 6 all showed values

which could easily be explained given the total system and its interactions. Test case B, histogram 6 is
shown in Figure 5-2. This particular histogram is interesting because of the bi-model curve. The
explanation for this is simply that there is interaction between the transmission of CTMSP packets and the
transmission of other system packets. The other traffic includes AFS keep alive packets, ARP traffic and
socket keep alive packets. The socket packet traffic is an artifact of the test set up. All of the machines in
the test are being directed by a central control machine. The communications link between the control
machine and each of the other machines in the test is via UNIX sockets. All of this system traffic causes
some of the CTMSP packets to be queued rather than sent immediately. The system then plays catch up
for tens of CTMSP packets. There are 68% of the data points within 500 microseconds of 2600
microseconds, 15% within 500 microseconds of 9400 microseconds, 16.5% between 2800 and 9300
microseconds with the remaining 2% in the tails of the graph which extend
14000 microseconds. The 2600 microsecond mean of the fwst peak in the
latency of sending a 2000 byte packet. The transfer rate of copying data from
the mbufsare located to the IO Channel Memory, where the fixed DMA buffers

from 100 microseconds to
histogram gives the mean
the system memory where
are located, is on the order

of 1 microsecond per byte. This leads to 2000 microseconds of latency specifically attributable to copying
the packet. The additional 600 microseconds can be attributed to the execution of the code between the
two points of measurement.
2000

Test ease A, histogram 7 is shown in Figure 5-3. This graph shows that the minimum latency of a
byte packet is 10740 microseconds. Specifically, 98% of the data points fall within 160

microseconds of the 10894 microsecond mean with the remaining 2% spread to the right of the mean
extending to 14600 microseconds. The latency seen can be attributed to DMA'ing the data on both ends,
transmission time across the Token Ring, delay of the receiver's interrupt handler being entered and
execution

of the receiver's

interrupt handler code. The spread of the curve can be attributed to other

interrupt sources and the execution of protected code segments throughout the kernel. Additionally, there
is delay if a packet is on the Token Ring at the time of transmission. The only type of packet other than the
CTMSP packets in this test case is the normal MAC frame traffic, which uses 0.2% of the network in this
completely unloaded test case.
Test case B, histogram 7 is shown in Figure 5-4. This graph shows that the minimum latency of a
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byte packet

is 10750 microseconds.

Specifically,
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microseconds

of the 10900 microsecond

peak, 21.5% fall within the range from 11060 to 15000

microseconds, 2.49% fall within the range from 15000 to 40050 microseconds, with the remaining two
points falling in the range from 120 to 130 milliseconds. These last two exceptional points are not in the
histogram as shown. Examining the normal traffic on the network shows that there are three different sizes
of packets. The first size consists of MAC frame packets of approximately 20 bytes in total length. The
second size consist of ARP packets and those packets which comprise the keep alive packets for AFS.
Each of this second class of packets are approximately 60 to 300 bytes in total length. Lastly, there are the
f'tle transfer packets sent while a compile is done or during UNIX kernel copying activity. These packets
are 1522 bytes in total length. The traffic associated with these three sets of packets can justify some of the
spread of the curve as well as some of the secondary peaks. Most of the remaining points can be attributed
to the interaction of the reception and transmission of packets other than the CTMSP packets. The two
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exceptional points in the range of 120 to 130 milliseconds can not be completely accounted for. We can
only speculate that a large number of circumstances occurred at the same instance. The majority of this
time can be attributed to both a soft error on the Token Ring and the Token Ring timing out and resetting
of the network. Unfortunately, this can only account for 10 milliseconds. If we speculate that a ring
insertion would cause multiple Ring Purges, then we could completely account for this activity.
Experimentally, we have seen on the order of l0 Ring Purges back to back. We conclude that this is
precisely what is occurring. We then measured the number of insertions seen in one day. The number was
under 20, approximately one an hour. The test data shown for Test Case B was run for 117 minutes. We
conclude that the two exceptional data points are two insertions into the Token Ring.

6. Conclusions
In order to transport 150KBytes/sec of CTMS data, two modifications are necessary. The UNIX
model of device to device data transfers must be changed to eliminate a minimum of two data copies. This
can be done by transferring the data directly between two devices rather than indirectly via a user process.
Secondly, a new network protocol must be used. It should be noted that the intent of this work was not to
define the architecture of this new protocol but rather to build a prototype system that could be measured
to help with the later definition of the protocol. Finally, a third modification is useful. This third
modification is the use of IO Channel Memory for the fixed DMA buffers.
As for conclusions on the measurement of the prototype system, the worst case times between
transmission and reception of a single packet is 40 milliseconds. There are two exceptional data points
within the 120 to 130 millisecond range. Both of these points are explained by the Token Ring timing out
and resetting itself during a ring insertion or reinsertion by a station. Even with these exceptional data
points, the buffer space needed for 150KBytes/sec CTMSP data transfer is under 25KBytes. This amount
of buffer space is well within a reasonable
Continuous Time Media Systems.

range to support

the functionality

of data transport

of
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